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It therefore became apparent that the manufacturer
needed to source a new range of high-performance PC's
which could operate in harsh, dust filled environments,
and meet following expectations:
A powerful Dual Core CPU processor
A totally fanless design that could operate in dusty
environments
An industrial-grade design which offers exceptional
reliability and reduced system downtime
PCI expansion and additional Ethernet connectivity
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In response to these application requirements, NEXCOM
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provided a smart solution in the form of the NISE 3110P2
fanless computer system. Featuring Intel® 945GME &
ICH7-M chipsets, the NISE 3110P2 fanless PC supports
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manufacturer the computing power they required to
perform various operations and run SCADA software.
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NEXCOM International Co., LTD., an ISO-9001-certified company and a member of PICMG, PCI-SIG, and the Intel® Embedded Alliance, is at
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